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Abstract 

The thermal performance of a carbon fibre composite-copper monoblock, a sub-component of a 

fusion reactor divertor, was investigated by finite element analysis. High-accuracy simulations were 

created using an emerging technique, image-based finite element modelling, which converts X-ray 

tomography data into micro-structurally faithful models, capturing details such as manufacturing 

defects. For validation, a case study was performed where the thermal analysis by laser flash of a 

carbon fibre composite-copper disc was simulated such that computational and experimental results 

could be compared directly. Results showed that a high resolution image-based simulation 

(102 million elements of 32 µm width) provided increased accuracy over a low resolution image-

based simulation (0.6 million elements of 194 µm width) and idealised computer aided design 

simulations. Using this technique to analyse a monoblock mock-up, it was possible to detect and 

quantify the effects of debonding regions at the carbon fibre composite-copper interface likely to 

impact both component performance and expected lifetime. These features would not have been 

accounted for in idealised computer aided design simulations. 

Keywords: X-ray tomography, finite element analysis, image-based modelling, thermal conductivity, 

laser flash, joining 

1. Introduction 

ITER, currently under construction, will be the world’s largest nuclear fusion reactor. Its aim is to 

demonstrate the ability to produce an output power ten times that required to initiate fusion. Once 

operational, the plasma in which the reactions happen will subject the plasma facing components 

(PFCs) to around 10 MW·m
-2

 of thermal flux during steady-state operation. This value could be 

surpassed if plasma disruptions which release large amounts of energy over short time periods are not 
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mitigated [1]. Therefore selection of materials for the PFCs is largely governed by their ability to 

withstand such a hostile environment whilst absorbing neutronic heating, minimising plasma 

impurities and protecting components shielded by the PFCs.  

It is proposed that the divertor will consist of a series of flat armour tiles aligned in rows (see Fig. 1) 

with one side being plasma facing [3]. In order to remain within operational temperature limits the 

components must be actively cooled. This is achieved by connecting the tiles through their centres to 

a copper pipe carrying coolant (coined a monoblock). As the function of this heat sink is to transfer 

thermal energy away from the armour, it is imperative that the method of joining the armour to the 

pipe must provide a bond that retains both structural integrity and a high thermal conductivity under 

large thermal loads. As this region will contribute to, and potentially dominate, performance of the 

component, it is of utmost importance that the thermal behaviour at the armour-pipe interface is well 

characterised. 

Until recently it was envisaged that the ITER divertor would include of two tiers; the armour for 

lower and upper parts consisting of carbon fibre composites (CFC) and tungsten (W) respectively [2]. 

Currently the ITER specifications are now for an all W divertor. This work concentrates on 

developing a non-destructive technique to predict ‘as-manufactured’ component performance. 

Although the case study in this report investigated CFC armour, the technique is material independent 

and could therefore be implemented on a wide range of machine critical components. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of section  from the early ‘two-tier’ ITER divertor [4]. 

Previous work has been carried out in order to characterise the thermal behaviour of a series of joining 

techniques for CFC-Cu samples [5]. The thermal performance across the interface has been 

investigated by measuring thermal diffusivity experimentally through laser flash analysis (LFA). 

Imaging by X-ray tomography provided high resolution images of the materials’ microstructures at 

the interface, providing insight as to how they might affect thermal behaviour. The most promising 

joining technique was the one developed at Politecnico di Torino [6]. The technique involves a low 

cost process that requires no applied pressure and can be performed at relatively low temperatures (i.e. 
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lower than required for Cu casting [7] or CFC modification [8]). The method uses a commercial braze 

(Gemco) which is modified by applying a layer of chromium. In joining, the braze is applied with the 

chromium face in contact with the CFC. When the component is heated the chromium reacts with the 

carbon to form chromium carbides. This leads to a better join between the CFC and the braze due to 

the improved wetting angle on chromium carbides, which would otherwise be poor. 

In this paper, we explore the capabilities of a divertor monoblock mock-up manufactured using the 

Politecnico di Torino technique under reactor-like thermal loads. As this is difficult to carry out in the 

laboratory, we use Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to make our predictions. 

FEA is usually performed by first creating a digital representation of the component using a computer 

aided design (CAD) package. This is typically a geometrically-ideal version of the component that 

does not include manufacturing flaws such as micro-cracking or porosity. In this paper we show that 

these imperfections play an important role in heat transfer. Creating the detailed models required is 

intractable using the CAD approach, so we use an emerging technique called Image-based Finite 

Element Modelling (IBFEM). IBFEM converts a three-dimensional image of a ‘real’ manufactured 

sample, including defects, into a digital geometry to be meshed for FEA. It has been shown that the 

IBFEM approach can give more accurate predictions than unit cell or analytical models [9]. Another 

benefit of the IBFEM technique is that direct comparison to experimental results can be made, as we 

can digitise for simulation the sample that has been subjected to laboratory tests [10]. 

This paper presents two case studies. The objective of the first case study is to verify and validate the 

technique. It involves comparing experimental and simulated results carried out on a simple “disc” 

shaped sample of CFC bonded to Cu subjected to Laser Flash Analysis (LFA). There are three 

simulations: (i) a CAD based model, (ii) a low resolution model generated from an X-ray 

Tomography scan and (iii) a high-resolution model generated from the same image. The CAD and 

low-resolution simulations can be carried out on a typical high end workstation, whilst the high 

resolution simulation requires access to supercomputing facilities. This exercise showed that the high 

resolution model provided the closest match to the experimental results. Therefore, the second case 

study uses high resolution IBFEM only to predict the behaviour of a CFC-Cu divertor monoblock 

mock-up under reactor-like thermal loads. 

2. Materials 

The CFC used was Sepcarb NB31 (Snecma Propulsion Solid, France). This is manufactured using a 

3D NOVOLTEX preform needled in the z-direction with ex-pitch fibres and in x and y directions 

with ex-PAN fibres. Chemical vapour infiltration (CVI) is used for densification. The copper used 

was oxygen free high conductivity (OFHC) copper (Wesgo Metals, USA). The materials were joined 

by a brazing process using a Gemco® foil, 87.75 wt% Cu, 12 wt% Ge and 0.25 wt% Ni, (Wesgo 

Metals, USA). The foil was pre-coated with a 3 µm layer of chromium using radio frequency 

magnetron sputtering. The divertor monoblock was produced by drilling a hole in a CFC tile, inserting 

the Gemco foil and finally the copper pipe before brazing. Joining was performed at Politecnico di 

Torino as detailed by Casalegno et al [6]. 

In order to carry out the CFC-Cu disc case steady (the LFA experiment), further sample preparation 

was required. This was undertaken at The University of Manchester. The joined and individual 

samples, originally tile shaped, were machined using a lathe to produce cylindrical samples. A Struers 

Accutom-5 cut-off machine was used to obtain the thickness required for thermal analysis. The wheel 

was made of aluminium oxide and was set to rotate at 3000 rpm with a medium force and movement 



 

of 2 x 10
-5

 m·s
-1

. To clean the samples they were placed in an ultrasonic bath of acetone for 10 

minutes. 

Fig. 2 shows the samples in their prepared state. Table 1 details the resultant dimensions and 

properties. The samples’ thickness and diameter were used to calculate the cylindrical volume, 

combined with mass this was in turn used to obtain density. Because these values included the 

porosity present within the CFC, reported values are for the bulk properties. Values for the constituent 

materials in the CFC-Cu disc were calculated from their respective thickness fractions. In this 

instance, the density values for CFC and Cu layers were obtained from an average of four CFC 

samples and the pure Cu sample respectively. 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) investigation of the CFC and brazing alloy interface (seen in 

Fig. 3) shows the formation of chromium carbide between the two layers. There is also infiltration of 

the carbide into open porosity on the surface. 

Table 1 

Sample dimensions. 

Sample Diameter 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Mass 

(x 10
-3

 kg) 

Volume 

(x 10
-6

 m
3
) 

Density 

(x 10
3
 kg·m

-3
) 

CFC 12.66 2.06 0.447 0.2593 1.72 

Cu 10.10 2.06 1.421 0.1650 8.61 

CFC-Cu 12.70 4.84 2.916 0.6131 4.76 

CFC (CFC-Cu) 12.70 2.74 0.631 0.3477 1.81 

Cu (CFC-Cu) 12.70 2.10 2.285 0.2654 8.61 

 



 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Samples used; (a) CFC, (b) Cu, (c) CFC-Cu disc and (d) CFC-Cu divertor monoblock. 

 

Fig. 3. SEM image of CFC and brazing alloy interface. 
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3. Method 

This section details the (i) experimental determination of thermal properties using LFA, (ii) 

three-dimensional imaging using X-ray computed tomography, (iii) finite element mesh generation, 

(iv) definition of simulation boundary conditions, (v) equation solution and finally (vi) results 

analysis. 

3.1 – Thermal diffusivity 

The Netzsch 457 MicroFlash® system [11] was used to perform LFA. This system is used to irradiate 

the surface of a disc shaped sample of known thickness with a short laser pulse. The time the heat 

pulse takes to travel through the sample is measured by an infra-red camera directed at the rear face. 

This is used to calculate thermal diffusivity. Specific heat and thermal conductivity can be calculated 

by comparing results with a calibration sample. 

To ensure stability of the sample and maximum absorption of energy from the pulse, measurements 

were performed in an inert atmosphere after the sample had been coated with graphite. Results were 

collected at intervals of 100 °C, ranging from 100 °C to 700 °C. The average of 5 measurements at 

each interval was recorded. 

3.2 – X-ray tomography 

The Nikon Metrology 225/320 kV system (using the 225 kV source) at the Manchester X-ray Imaging 

Facility [12], University of Manchester, UK, was used to create X-ray tomography scans of the CFC-

Cu disc and the divertor monoblock. Imaging and reconstruction settings are shown in Table 2 and 

Table 3 respectively. Voxel widths of 9.7 µm and 21.8 µm were achieved for the CFC-Cu disc and 

divertor monoblock respectively. However, due to signal noise, not all features at these scales were 

resolvable e.g. the 10 µm layer of chromium on the braze. 

Table 2 

X-ray tomography parameters used. 

Sample Target Voltage 

(kV) 

Current 

(μA) 

Filter 

(mm) 

Acquisition 

Time (s) 

Number of 

Projections 

Frames / 

Projection 

CFC Cu 120 200 N/A 0.5 2001 1 

Cu W 220 210 Sn, 1.0 0.7 3142 1 

CFC-Cu W 210 135 Sn, 1.0 1.415 2001 2 

Monoblock W 200 190 Ag, 1.0 1.415 2001 2 

 
Table 3 

Reconstruction settings. 

Sample Beam Hardening Noise Reduction Voxel Width (x 10
-6

 m) 

CFC 1 3 10.0 

Cu 2 2 8.2 

CFC-Cu 2 4 9.7 

Monoblock 1 2 21.8 

 

3.3 – Finite element mesh generation 

The CFC-Cu disc and divertor monoblock scans were imported into the Simpleware [13] suite of 

programmes, version 6 (Simpleware Ltd., Exeter, Devon, UK) to convert the 3D images into FE 

meshes. Image segmentation was performed using a range of techniques including the flood-fill, 

cavity fill, island removal, manual paint tools and a recursive Gaussian smoothing filter. Linear 

4-node tetrahedral elements were selected for meshing. 



 

A low resolution and high resolution mesh was created for the CFC-Cu disc case study. The low 

resolution mesh captured the main features, such as surface roughness and large pores. The resolution 

of the higher fidelity model was carefully chosen, striking a balance between capturing fine details of 

the micro-structure and producing a model that could be easily handed on the various computer 

platforms available. Creating a finite element model at the same resolution as the original tomography 

scan is technically challenging and probably offers little benefit over the high resolution model 

selected. 

A CAD version of the CFC-Cu disc was created and meshed in Abaqus, version 6.12 (Simula, 

Providence, RI, USA). This model comprised a cylinder with three layers of varying thickness 

representing the CFC, Gemco and Cu. Porosity was not included. The CAD based mesh had 

approximately 50,000 tetrahedral elements (consistent with typical engineering practice). 

As the results presented later show, the high resolution model gives the closest match to the LFA 

experiment carried out on the CFC-Cu disc. Therefore, only a high resolution model was created for 

the divertor monoblock case study.  

3.4 – Finite Element Analysis 

3.4.1 – Boundary conditions for CFC-Cu disc 

In order to recreate the LFA experiment insilico, a thermal load matching the laser’s must be applied 

to one surface of the finite element model whilst the temperature values on the opposite side are 

recorded with respect to time. In order to determine the magnitude and distribution of the load we 

must consider the laser’s operation. 

Experimental measurements showed that, at the operating voltage 1538 V, the laser delivered 6 J over 

the duration of the laser pulse (see Fig. 4). The measurements were made without the optics in place. 

The LFA 457 has 3 focusing lenses, which cause an attenuation of approximately 5 % per surface (i.e. 

6 lens surfaces). Thus, the resultant energy incident from a single pulse on the sample over a 15 mm 

diameter spot size is 5.8 J. 

 
Fig. 4. Laser energy for a given voltage for the NETZSCH LFA 457. 

Fig. 5 shows the energy amplitude of a typical laser shot for a given applied voltage. As no calibration 

data was available to link applied voltage to laser energy output, the energy amplitude is therefore 

normalised between minimum and maximum values. The total energy output of the laser (calculated 
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above to be 5.8 J) is the area under the curve in Fig. 5. Thermal flux, the rate of energy transfer per 

unit of area, has the units J·m
-2

·s
-1

. By knowing the total energy emitted over a certain area, it is 

possible to calculate the flux; 

i.e. peak flux = total energy (J) / (spot area (m
2
) * area under curve (s)) 

This can be used with the non-dimensionalised amplitude curve to produce a flux profile with respect 

to time i.e. the curve in Fig. 5 using the secondary axis values. 

 
Fig. 5. Typical energy pulse emitted from NETZSCH LFA 457 laser. 

Flux is a quantity which applies to an area, but due to the discretisation in finite element analysis it 

must be applied at nodal points. Thus the equivalent flux value for an area must be projected to the 

nodes defining that area. Assuming the discretised area is sufficiently small the flux value over that 

area can be considered uniform. For first order finite elements, the projected flux value at the node is 

calculated by dividing the total flux equally between each of the nodes, as shown in Fig. 6 [14] 

 

Fig. 6. Projecting flux over an area to nodal coordinates due to discretisation inherent in FEA. 

An additional consideration for the LFA scenario is that the surface onto which the laser is incident is 

not completely flat. Element faces describing this surface will be oriented at different angles in 

three-dimensional space. The laser path is considered to travel purely in the z-direction and will not 

arrive normal to the element face. Therefore it is important to calculate the effective elemental area in 

the x-y plane, as this is the area ‘seen’ by the laser. A simple example of a surface consisting of 4 

triangular elements is shown in Fig. 7. Even in such a simple case, the three dimensional area is 30% 

greater than the effective 2D area in the x-y plane. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the area of (a) element faces and (b) the effective area seen by the laser in x-y plane. 

The 3D area is calculated by taking the cross product of any two of the three vectors defining the 

triangle, where A, B & C are the nodes. 

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = |
𝐴𝐵⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑ × 𝐴𝐶⃑⃑⃑⃑  ⃑

2
| 

(1) 

In 2D this simplifies to 

𝐴𝑒𝑙 = |
𝐴𝑥(𝐵𝑦 − 𝐶𝑦) + 𝐵𝑥(𝐶𝑦 − 𝐴𝑦) + 𝐶𝑥(𝐴𝑦 − 𝐵𝑦)

2
| 

(2) 

Therefore, the nodal contribution from a tetrahedral element as a fraction of the whole domain would 

be 
1

3

𝐴𝑒𝑙

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡
 where Ael is the area of the element face and Atot is the area of the surface being thermally 

loaded. 

These values assume a uniform distribution of flux over the whole sample surface area. Lasers 

typically exhibit a Gaussian distribution of their beams, as shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. Multivariate Gaussian distribution exhibited by laser beam. 

In 2D this is known as the multivariate Gaussian distribution (MGD) (3). 
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𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =
1

2𝜋𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦√1 − 𝜌2
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

1

2(1 − 𝜌2)
[
(𝑥 − 𝜇𝑥)

2

𝜎𝑥
2 +

(𝑦 − 𝜇𝑦)
2

𝜎𝑦
2 −

2𝜌(𝑥 − 𝜇𝑧)(𝑦 − 𝜇𝑦)

𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦
]) 

(3) 

where σx, σy are the standard deviation in x and y directions, ρ is the correlation between x & y and µx 

& µy are the mean values. For the case of the laser beam σx = σy and ρ, µx & µy are zero. Therefore (3) 

simplifies to (4) and in polar coordinates (5). 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =
1

2𝜋𝜎2
𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

𝑥2 + 𝑦2

2𝜎2 ) 

(4) 

𝑓(𝑟) =
1

2𝜋𝜎2
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝑟2

2𝜎2) 

(5) 

As the CFC-Cu disc is smaller than the laser spot size, calculating the total energy delivered must take 

into consideration the non-uniform distribution. Additionally the applied nodal loads must reflect this 

spatial variation in distribution. 

According to the LFA 457 manufacturers, it can be expected that the laser power reduces by 10 % of 

the peak value 5 mm from the centre. This is observed when the standard deviation is 10.892 (see Fig. 

9). In order to use the profile in Fig. 9 to calculate the thermal loads to be applied, the peak energy 

needs to be determined, i.e. where r = 0 mm. To do this it must be ensured that the volume under the 

2D MGD (between -7.5 and 7.5 in x and y) is equal to the volume under the uniform distribution over 

the same area. That is, within a given time-step, the amount of energy delivered is equal to the 

uniform distribution calculation. This volume can also be seen as ‘power’ which has the units J·s
-1

. 

 

Fig. 9. MGD profile of 15 mm diameter spot size laser where energy reduces by 10 % between centre and r = 5.0 mm, i.e. σ 

= 10.892. 

To calculate the volume under the MGD we must integrate the equation describing the curve over the 

whole region, R, using polar coordinates as shown in equation (6). 
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𝑉 = ∬ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑅

𝑑𝐴 = ∬ 𝑓(𝑟)
𝑅

𝑟 𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝜃 

∬ 𝑓(𝑟)
𝑅

𝑟 𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝜃 = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −
1

2
(
𝑟

𝜎
)
2

 

(6) 

When calculated to infinity, the volume under the MGD is unity. However, for this purpose it is 

necessary for the distribution delivered over the 15 mm diameter spot size to be unity. Therefore, a 

normalising factor, Fn, is required. This is given as the ratio of the volumes of the two distributions 

where ‘r’ is infinity and 7.5. 

i.e.  

𝑉∞ = 1, 𝑉7.5 = 0.211 

𝐹𝑛 =
𝑉∞
𝑉7.5

= 4.738 

𝑉7.5𝐹𝑛 = 1 

Thus, the flux at any point can be described as a function of its distance from the origin 

Φ(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐹𝑛𝑓(𝑟)𝑃𝑡 

where Pt is the power for a given time step, calculated by multiplying the flux for a given time step, 

Φt, (as found above, see Fig. 5) by the spot size area (Pt = Φt*πR
2
). 

Combining the above for a triangular face on a tetrahedral element, the flux for a particular node at 

any given time step is; 

Φ(𝑟, 𝑡) =
1

3

𝐴𝑒𝑙

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐹𝑛
2𝜋𝜎2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑟2

2𝜎2)𝑃𝑡 

(7) 

The MGD is a function of the distance of the node from the central point of the sample. The radial 

distance, r, is defined as (8) where the nd and c subscripts denote the nodal and central x-y 

coordinates. 

𝑟 = √(𝑥𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑐)
2 + (𝑦𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑐)

2 

(8) 

As this calculation must be repeated over all elements on the surface where the laser is incident, it is 

probable that a single node will receive a contribution from several adjacent elements. In this case, the 

values are summed to give a total nodal flux. 

 

3.4.2 Case Study 1: CFC-Cu disc 

Once the method for specifying the boundary conditions had been determined, verification and 

validation of the IBFEM technique could be performed by comparing experimental and simulated 



 

results of the LFA for the CFC-Cu disc sample. The CAD-based model, together with the low 

resolution IBFEM and high resolution IBFEM models were analysed using ParaFEM (revision 1796), 

an open source parallel finite element platform developed by the authors [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. 

To ensure an accurate non-oscillatory (stable) solution a time step of 2 x 10
-6

 s was used together with 

an iterative solver stopping criterion of 1 x 10
-6

. 

The Laser Flash experiment was simulated at a furnace temperature of 200 °C, using the material 

properties measured by LFA for CFC and Cu. Properties for Gemco were obtained from the 

manufacturer [19] and standard values for air [20] were used for the porosity. 

3.4.3 Case Study 2: Divertor monoblock 

In the second case study, the performance of the divertor monoblock was investigated under reactor-

like thermal loads. Several design scenarios exist for ITER each with their own set of in-service 

parameters. Here, the transient response of the divertor monoblock going from initial state to 

steady-state operation was modelled. 

A thermal flux of 10 MW·m
-2

 was applied to one outer CFC surface of the divertor monoblock to 

simulate the thermal load from the plasma. To represent a coolant running at 150 °C  the inner surface 

of the Cu pipe was fixed to the same temperature (see Fig. 10). The CFC surface was selected such 

that fibre orientation matched that of the CFC-Cu disc modelled in the first case study. Initial 

temperature was set to 150 °C throughout the domain, to match that of the coolant. The simulation 

was run using gradually increasing time-step sizes until steady-state operation was achieved. This was 

to ensure that the temperature changes at the start of the simulation, where changes are at their 

greatest, were accurately captured whilst computational expense was reduced as the simulation neared 

equilibrium. Details for time step size can be found in Table 4 and an iterative solver stopping 

criterion of 1 x 10
-6

 was used. The results of both case studies were post-processed using ParaView, 

version 3.14.1 64-bit (Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, New York, USA) [21]. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Schematic of applied loads and temperatures in monoblock simulation. 
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Table 4 
Details of time step sizes used. 

Time step size (s) Number of steps Total sum of time (s) 

0.000001 100 0.0001 

0.000005 80 0.0005 

0.00001 50 0.001 

0.00005 80 0.005 

0.0001 50 0.01 

0.0005 80 0.05 

0.001 50 0.1 

0.005 80 0.5 

0.01 50 1 

0.05 40 3 

0.1 20 5 

4. Results and discussion 

This section presents (i) the thermal diffusivity values determined experimentally for the constituent 

materials and the CFC-Cu disc; (ii) micro-structural observations regarding the CFC-Cu interface in 

both the CFC-Cu disc and the divertor monoblock; (iii) quantitative and qualitative analysis of the 

image-based meshing technique and (iv) results of the finite element analyses for the CFC-Cu disc 

and the divertor monoblock.  

4.1 Thermal Diffusivity 

Fig. 11 shows the thermal diffusivity results measured experimentally by LFA. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 

chart the specific heat and thermal conductivity values calculated by calibration with the reference 

sample. The figures present results for the constituent materials, the projected values for the CFC-Cu 

disc based on the contributions by thickness of each material and finally the actual values measured 

for the CFC-Cu disc. The results for the constituent materials are comparable to those found in the 

ITER materials property handbook (IMPH) [22], shown in Table 5. 

Comparing the projected and actual thermal conductivity for the CFC-Cu disc, it can be seen that the 

measured conductivity is considerably lower than expected. The CFC appears to restrict heat flow, 

with the conductivity of the combined sample being only slightly higher than that of CFC. This is 

despite 43% of the sample’s thickness consisting of the more highly conducting Cu. Interestingly, 

over the temperature range of 600 °C the conductivities of the CFC and Cu decrease by 45% and 

20%, respectively. Thus, the average change would be a decrease of 34%, which is very close to the 

actual decrease of 35%. 

The IMPH specifies that the thermal conductivity must be greater than 300 W·m
-1

·K
-1

 at room 

temperature and only decreasing to 150 W·m
-1

·K
-1

 at 1000 °C. This is partly because it has been 

shown that plasma erosion decreases in CFCs with higher thermal conductivity [23], which ensures 

increased longevity for component life cycles. This component does not quite meet the specified 

criterion, 273 W·m
-1

·K
-1

 at 100 °C (projected to be 288 W·m
-1

·K
-1

 at room temperature) and 

178 W·m
-1

·K
-1

 at 700 °C (projected to be 162 W·m
-1

·K
-1

 at 100 °C), but is relatively close. 



 

 

Fig. 11. Thermal diffusivity measured by laser flash analysis. 

 

Fig. 12. Specific heat capacity calculated by calibration of diffusivity against Pyroceram 9606. 
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Fig. 13. Thermal conductivity calculated from diffusivity, density and specific heat values. 

Table 5 

Materials properties of CFC and Cu as specified by IMPH. 

Properties T (°C) CFC (z direction) Cu 

Thermal conductivity 

(W·m
-1

·K
-1

) 

RT
+
 

250 / 200 

800 / 350 

1000 /500 

304 

240 

145 

141 

379 

355 

351 

357 

Specific Heat 

(x 10
3
 J·kg

-1
·K

-1
) 

RT 

800 / 200 

1000 /500 

0.780 

1.820 

2.000 

0.388 

0.400 

0.437 

CTE 

(x 10
-6

 K
-1

) 

800 / 200 

1000 / 500 

0.4 

0.5 

17.0 

18.6 

Density (x 10
3
 kg·m

-3
) RT 1.90 8.90 

Porosity (%) RT 8 N/A 
+
 Room temperature 

4.2 X-ray tomography images 

Fig. 14 shows that the Cu at the interface of the CFC-Cu disc is rough. In certain regions small veins 

of Cu rise from the surface. This shows that the brazing material does not remain in its initial position 

but contorts to the shape of the CFC and even fills open porosity. This greatly increases the interface 

surface area from 126.7 x 10
-6

 m
2
 if smooth, calculated geometrically, to 132.2 x 10

-6
 m

2
, measured 

from the X-ray tomography image. It is expected that this enhances both bond strength and thermal 

transport across the interface. The majority of the Cu at the surface (80.4 %) is in contact with the 

CFC, therefore it can be assumed that the bonding will be successful in maximising thermal 

conductivity. 

In contrast, the X-ray scan for the divertor monoblock shows debonding on one side of the pipe (see 

Fig. 15). It appears that this area is linked with the orientation of the sample during the brazing 

process i.e. the divertor monoblock was on its side during joining and the upper surface is where the 

pipe has pulled away most probably due to a combination of the effects of gravity and a mismatch in 

thermal expansion coefficient between the CFC and Cu. It is expected that this region will act as a 

substantial thermal barrier during operation. 
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 - Cu 
 

 - Porosity 

Fig. 14. 3D reconstruction from X-ray tomography data for the CFC-Cu disc showing; (a) complete sample, (b) rough Cu 

surface at interface with CFC, (c) slice midway through CFC section, (d) contact area at CFC-Cu surface and (e) porosity 

within the CFC showing preferential alignment with direction of thermal transport. 
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Fig. 15. 3D reconstruction from X-ray tomography data for divertor monoblock showing; (a) complete sample, (b) rough Cu 

surface at interface with CFC, (c) slice through the midplane, (d) large area where CFC has debonded from Cu during 

brazing process and (e) porosity within the CFC showing preferential alignment with direction of thermal transport. 

Pores within CFCs are an unavoidable issue. They affect thermal conductivity by behaving as thermal 

barriers. The greatest concentration of porosity is typically found aligned between fibre layers. Thus, 

through design of the composite layup, it is possible to arrange these layers to give directionally 

preferential performance. It can be seen that the porosity in the divertor monoblock is aligned to 

promote thermal transport radially away from the pipe. 
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4.3 Conversion of tomography data into finite element meshes 

The automatic segmentation tool used by Simpleware [13] can segment images into different phases 

according to the voxel greyscale values. It was possible to segment the majority of the images 

automatically. Because of noise at the CFC-Cu interface and ring artefacts in the CFC, additional 

attention was required. Segmentation was carried out manually using paint/un-paint tools on a slice by 

slice basis. Before meshing, the images were downsampled, reducing computational cost whilst 

retaining micro-structural detail (see Fig. 16). 

Considering the CFC-Cu disc, at 30 % resolution, there is little difference in visible detail when 

compared with the full resolution achieved in the scan (100 %). A lower resolution (5%), suitable for 

analysis using a workstation, loses many features. 

Details characterising the models are given in Table 6 and Table 7 for the CFC-Cu disc and divertor 

monoblock respectively. 

As the image comprises voxels (cuboids), smoothing is applied in meshing to better describe the 

curved nature of the geometry. This can cause quantities derived from the mesh geometry to differ 

from those derived from the original image. Changes in volume and surface area for all meshes are 

recorded in Table 6 and Table 7 as a percentage of those values at the original resolution. The total 

volumetric changes can be considered negligible. 

When considering volumetric changes within the constituent materials there are two notable changes. 

Firstly, in the low resolution mesh, the Gemco layer is greatly increased by over 400 % in the CFC-

Cu disc. The reason for this is that when downsampled, the layer becomes smaller than one voxel 

width. To retain the feature, it had to be artificially dilated (using the software) to the thickness of the 

new voxel width, resulting in the increase in volume. It is expected that this will affect the simulated 

conductivity at the interface because the conductivity of Gemco is lower than both CFC and Cu (see 

Table 8). Secondly, there is a decrease in porosity at each downsampling level, 28 % then 90 % for 

the CFC-Cu disc and 81 % for the divertor monoblock. This is because some of the pores are smaller 

than the new voxel widths. This should cause the simulated sample to have an artificially increased 

conductivity due to the loss of thermal barriers in the form of porosity (confirmed later in Fig. 18). 

The surface area of the models decreases with increasing levels of downsampling. This can be 

attributed to a reduction in surface detail as the image resolution decreases. The greatest variation can 

be seen in the CFC and porosity. 

A few additional observations can be drawn from the segmented image statistical data. When 

comparing the total volume of the CFC-Cu disc with that calculated geometrically (see Table 1), the 

values agree to within 3 %. The porosity fraction of the CFC-Cu disc is 7.5 %, which closely agrees 

with the literature value of 8 %. However, this reduces to 1.2 % for the divertor monoblock because of 

the lower initial image resolution. Overall, the high resolution meshes were acceptable.  

For the CFC-Cu disc, meshes with 0.6 million and 102 million elements were produced for the low 

and high resolution models, respectively. For the divertor monoblock, the high resolution mesh 

comprised 137 million elements. These numbers were within the target range for use on a laboratory 

workstation (low resolution) and modern supercomputer (high resolution). 



 

   
Fig. 16. X-ray tomography slice of CFC showing effect of downsampling from (a) original resolution to (b) 30% and (c) 5% 

resolutions. 

Table 6 

Segmentation and meshing output details for the CFC-Cu disc. 

Name Number of 

Voxels 

Segmented 

Volume 

(x 10
-9

 m
3
) 

Surface 

area 

(x 10
-6

 m
2
) 

Number of 

Elements 

Number of 

Nodes 

Meshed 

Volume 

(x 10
-9

 m
3
) 

CFC-Cu (Original resolution, 9.7 x 10
-6

 m voxel width)   

Cu 289 M 264 478    

CFC 326 M 298 2600    

Porosity 26 M 24 1910    

Gemco 6.3 M 5.78 357    

Total 642 M 592 4988    

CFC-Cu (30% resolution, 32.3 x 10
-6

 m voxel width)   

Cu 7.8 M -0.38% -5.65% 40 M 8.2 M -0.16% 

CFC 8.8 M -0.34% -17.69% 53 M 11 M 1.40% 

Porosity 0.70 M -0.83% -18.85% 7.1 M 2.2 M -27.68% 

Gemco 0.17 M -1.38% -10.64% 1.8 M 0.47 M -5.23% 

Total 17 M -0.39% -10.59% 102 M 22 M -0.54% 

CFC-Cu (5% resolution, 194.0 x 10
-6

 m voxel width)   

Cu 35 k -3.79% -12.97% 206 k 46 k -4.85% 

CFC 38 k -6.38% -63.00% 307 k 63 k -2.79% 

Porosity 3 k -1.25% -69.79% 29 k 17 k -90.45% 

Gemco 4 k 496.89% -13.17% 46 k 12 k 460.52% 

Total 81 k -0.10% -54.59% 587 k 137 k -2.74% 
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Table 7 

Segmentation and meshing output details for the divertor monoblock sample. 

Name Number of 

Voxels 

Segmented 

Volume 

(x 10
-9

 m
3
) 

Surface 

area 

(x 10
-6

 m
2
) 

Number of 

Elements 

Number of 

Nodes 

Meshed 

Volume 

(x 10
-9

 m
3
) 

Monoblock (Original resolution, 21.8 x 10
-6

 m voxel width)   

Cu 42 M 434 723    

CFC 163 M 1690 3380    

Porosity 2.0 M 20.4 1560    

Gemco 1.2 M 12 592    

Total 208 M 2156.4 6255    

Monoblock (50% resolution, 43.6 x 10
-6

 m voxel width)   

Cu 5.2 M 0.23% -1.38% 27 M 5.5 M -0.95% 

CFC 20 M 0.00% -10.95% 106 M 22 M -0.83% 

Porosity 0.24 M -2.45% -23.08% 2.5 M 0.86 M -37.31% 

Gemco 0.14 M 0.00% -0.84% 1.7 M 0.45 M -1.15% 

Total 26 M 0.02% -11.91% 137 M 28 M -1.20% 

4.4 FEA 

4.4.1 Case Study 1: CFC-Cu disc 

Fig. 17 shows a temperature cross-section of the CFC-Cu disc during a simulation of the LFA, where 

the thermal pulse has partially propagated through the sample. Material properties used are given in 

Table 8. 

Table 8 

Material properties used for FEA. 

Material Conductivity 

(W·m
-1

·K
-1

) 

Density 

(x 10
3
 kg·m

-3) 
Specific Heat 

(x 10
3
 J·kg

-1
·K

-1
) 

Cu 405.97 8.6098 0.555 

CFC 232.43 1.7238 1.020 

Gemco 24.300 8.8000 0.390 

Porosity 0.0380 0.7380 E-03 1.030 

 



 

 

Fig. 17. Cross section of temperature within CFC-Cu sample at t = 1.27 x 10-2 s calculated by FEA. 

Fig. 18 compares the results obtained for the CAD model, the low and high resolution IBFEM models 

and the experimental LFA. The results are normalised with respect to the initial and maximum 

temperatures to be comparable with experimental values (which are not available in absolute 

temperatures e.g. °C). This graph can be used to determine thermal diffusivity through the half rise 

time using the “Cowan + pulse correction” method [24]. 

The CAD model (Fig. 18) underestimates the sample’s thermal diffusivity by approximately 110 %. 

The low resolution IBFEM model which includes the largest pores and some surface detail 

underestimates the thermal diffusivity by approximately 30 %. The high resolution IBFEM provides 

the most accurate result, overestimating the thermal diffusivity by approximately 20 %. As predicted, 

the result shows a correlation between increasing model complexity and closeness to the experimental 

results. 

In the high resolution analysis, the high diffusivity values (compared with the experimental results) 

may be due to the omission of some underlying thermodynamics. It is expected that model accuracy 

could be further improved by increasing the complexity of the simulation, achievable by the addition 

of features such as radiative boundary conditions, heat transfer coefficients, material properties that 

are temperature dependent or take into consideration anisotropic behaviour. 

Temperature 
((T-T0)/(Tmax-T0)) 

0.36 

0.00 

0.09 

0.18 

0.27 



 

 

Fig. 18. Rear surface temperature of CFC-Cu disc during LFA experiment and simulation. 

4.4.2 Case Study 2: Divertor monoblock 

Fig. 19 shows a plot of the temperature at various time intervals for the divertor monoblock. 

Monoblocks usually exhibit hot spots at the corners of the loaded face [25], however in Fig. 19 there 

is a more even distribution of temperature. This is due to the debonding region causing a thermal 

barrier between the heat source and sink which is comparable to alternative monoblock concepts 

which include a thermal barrier by design [26] Fig. 20 shows temperature versus time in the CFC at a 

node located midway between the CFC-Cu interface and the sample edge where the thermal load is 

applied. Finite element analysis of the divertor monoblock was carried out in two orientations, firstly 

with the debonding region situated in line with the source (thermal loading) and the sink (Cu pipe) 

and secondly with the debonding region rotated by 180 ° with respect to this direction. When the 

debonding region was in line with the source and sink, temperatures in the debonding region exhibited 

a more extreme range of maxima and minima in comparison with the other orientation. This 

observation is supported by Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 which compare the temperature profile along a central 

line between the front and rear surfaces of the divertor monoblock at steady-state operation (i.e. t = 

5 s) for both orientations. 

In Fig. 22, the debonding creates a large thermal gradient at the boundary of the CFC and Cu by 

acting as a thermal barrier. This is more significant than the gradient caused by the relatively low 

conductivity of the Gemco layer. Zones of high thermal gradient will result in the generation of 

internal stresses. If aligned unfavourably in service, the debonding region would reduce the 

component’s expected lifetime and increase the chance of failure. 
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Fig. 19. Time series analysis of the divertor monoblock tile created from an X-ray tomography image. 
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Fig. 20. Temperature of a node located centrally between the surface with applied thermal load and the CFC-Cu interface 

versus time for both orientations of the debonded region. 

 

 

Fig. 21. Temperature profile between the front and rear surfaces of the divertor monoblock with debonding not aligned with 

the heat source and sink. 
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Fig. 22. Temperature profile between the front and rear surfaces of the divertor monoblock with debonding positioned 

between the Cu pipe and the thermal loads. 

The porosity within the CFC had a less significant influence on the thermal behaviour. This is largely 

due to the favourable porosity alignment discussed earlier (shown in Fig. 15). At the micro-structural 

level, the finite element results in Fig. 23 show that the pores behave as thermal barriers causing “hot 

spots”. When the effect of these hot-spots is summed across the component, their contribution would 

be non-negligible. Regions surrounding the small veins of Cu had increased cooling opportunity and 

were therefore “cool spots”. These results show that reducing porosity and increasing Cu surface area 

is likely to improve efficiency, albeit the impact of this would be far outweighed by that of the 

presence of the debonding region. 

 

Fig. 23. Example of localised “hot spot” caused by porosity within the CFC. 

5. Conclusions 

In the first case study, laser flash analysis was carried out for a CFC-Cu disc where the interface had 

been joined by a novel brazing process using a Gemco foil pre-coated with chromium. It was shown 

that the thermal conductivity of the CFC-Cu disc decreased by 35% over a temperature range of 
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100 °C to 700 °C. This was in line with the average decrease of thermal conductivity for CFC and Cu. 

The thermal conductivity was little higher than that for CFC, which accounted for 57% of the 

sample’s thickness, and not quite within the required parameters specified in the IMPH. This 

demonstrates the influence of the interface on thermal conductivity, and thus the importance of being 

able to predict the behaviour of the interface. 

It was shown that high resolution image-based modelling of the LFA for the CFC-Cu disc provided a 

closer match with the experimental results than was achieved using traditional CAD based FEA. This 

verification and validation exercise demonstrated the reliability of the image-based modelling 

technique, and therefore confirmed its suitability for use in simulating conditions not easily 

reproduced in the laboratory, such as those expected in the ITER. 

In the second case study, the CFC-Cu divertor monoblock, X-ray tomography highlighted difficulties 

in the manufacturing process by clearly showing the debonding of the CFC from the Cu pipe on one 

side of the interface. The image-based modelling, which captured this defect, showed that the 

debonding would result in lower thermal conductivity thus leading to a shorter life-expectancy and a 

higher chance of component failure due to increased internal stresses. Suggestions were made 

regarding improving component cooling efficiency such as: increasing the Cu surface area at the 

interface; reducing porosity; minimising the braze foil’s thickness or selection of an alternative braze 

with higher thermal conductivity. 

In the future, the image-based modelling techniques developed here could be used to simulate other 

scenarios expected in ITER, such as plasma instabilities or loss of coolant. Due to the nature of the 

technique it would also be easy to digitally alter the geometry to investigate the effect of varying 

porosity or interface properties. 

The ParaFEM software together with the modifications required to carry out the research in this paper 

is freely available for download in source code form (see http://www.parafem.org.uk). 
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